Saturation of Absorption for Silver Nanoparticles in Glass irradiated with Femtosecond Laser pulses at 400 nm
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Abstract- Saturation of absorption (SA) is an intensity dependent behavior occurs at high intensity regime due to depletion of the ground state population during the laser pulse irradiation. In this report the observation of SA for silver nanoparticles (NPs) embedded in glass prepared by ion exchange method is presented. The nonlinear transmission and the Z-scan methods both were employed to verify the SA as well as to determine the saturation intensity and linear absorption coefficient for silver NPs. The light source was the second harmonic of the Ti-sapphire laser corresponding to 400 nm wavelength which is close to the surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) of the silver NPs. The obtained results show that the saturation pulse energy for the examined sample is 330 nJ corresponding to the saturation intensity of 845 GW/cm². Observation of strong SA at low saturation intensity (I₀) for the prepared sample make it as a promising candidate for applications exploiting SA phenomenon such as producing short laser pulses and all optical switching devices.
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1 Introduction

Metal-glass composites containing nanoparticles (NPs) such as copper, gold and silver have attracted great interest due to their versatile applications in optical and photonic devices. Interaction between electric field of the irradiation light and the free electrons confined in the metal NPs results in the collective oscillation of the electrons and thus absorption of light as a consequence. This phenomenon known as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [1] underlies the narrow band absorption spectrum of transparent solid materials like glass or polymer with embedded metal NPs.

When a bulk glass containing metal NPs is irradiated with high intense light at the frequency around the SPR, the saturation of absorption (SA) may be observed due to the depletion of the ground state population of the oscillating electrons of the conduction band of the metal NPs. SA has been exploited extensively to produce short pulses via passive mode-locking technique [2] and has recently been examined to design all-optical switching devices [3]. This optical nonlinear (i.e. intensity dependent) behavior has been observed for different kind of metal nanoparticles such as copper [4], gold [5] and silver [6-8] around their surface plasmon absorption wavelengths [9]. The SPR of the silver NPs occurs around 400 nm matching the second harmonic generation (SHG) of the Ti-Sapphire laser; a solid state laser enables to produce femtosecond pulses. To our knowledge, it is the first report on the SA of silver NPs embedded in glass using femtosecond laser pulses at 400 nm.

In this research, silver NPs were embedded in BK7 glass by the ion exchange method in order to obtain silicate glass having well-defined nonlinear properties. The details can be found in [10].

where \( \alpha_0 \) is the linear absorption coefficient (low intensity regime) and \( I_s \) the saturation intensity [11]. The relation between the exit and incident intensity is governed by

\[
\frac{I_{ex}}{I_s} + \ln \left( \frac{I_{ex}}{I_s} \right) = \frac{I_{in}}{I_s} + \ln \left( \frac{I_{in}}{I_s} \right) - \alpha_0 L
\]

where \( L \) is the thickness of the sample.

In the Z-scan technique the incident intensity is varied via translating the sample along the propagation direction of a focused laser beam. The exit intensity is measured as a function of the sample position. Then, the transmittance (as the quotient of the exit intensity to incident intensity) is obtained as the function of the sample position.

Figure 1 shows the simulated Z-scan normalized transmittance. In the Z-scan method, as the sample is moved towards the focus, the medium is irradiated with higher light intensity thus the SA appears leading to higher transmittance. As the sample passes through the focus and moves away from the focal point, the inverse process takes place leading to a decrease in the transmittance due to reduction of intensity.

It is deduced from figure 1 that, lower saturation intensity along with higher linear absorption coefficient result in stronger saturation of absorption. The surface Plasmon absorption of silver nanoparticles arises from the transition of the free electrons of the conduction band during the laser pulse excitation. The larger linear coefficient implies that more ground-state electrons are pumped to the excited-state. Once these electrons are excited by a laser pulse, they do not oscillate at the same frequency as that of the unexcited electrons. The larger linear coefficient in silver nanoparticles the more ground-state plasmon band to bleach and hence stronger SA will be observed [8].

2 Theory and simulation results

SA is observed as an increase in the transmittance of a medium when the incident light intensity is increased. The dependence of absorption coefficient on intensity is given by

\[
\alpha(I) = \frac{\alpha_0}{1 + I/I_s}
\]
3 Optical nonlinear properties

The saturation of absorption of the silver NPs were investigated using the open aperture Z-scan technique as well as nonlinear transmission method (NLT). A Ti-sapphire amplifier producing 25 fs pulses at the central wavelength of around 800 nm with the repetition rate of 1 kHz was employed.

A BBO crystal was used to generate 400 nm femtosecond pulses from the original laser pulses at 800 nm. The crystal was followed by a blue filter to block the 800 nm pulses in order to measure only the degenerate process at 400 nm. It is an excellent natural happening that the SHG of the Ti-sapphire laser matches the SPR of the silver NPs [10] where saturation of absorption is expected.

In NLT method the sample was placed and fixed at the focal point of the focused laser beam. The input intensity was varied using neutral density (ND) filters. The laser beam power and then the pulse energy were measured before and after the sample. Figure 2 shows the output pulse energy versus input pulse energy measured over a range of pulse energies which were practically producible in our setup. The circle points show the measured data and the solid curve represents the best fit to the data using Equation (2) from which the linear absorption coefficient was extracted to be 57.4 1/cm and the saturation pulse energy was extracted as 330 nJ corresponding to the saturation intensity of 845 GW/cm².

Figure 2. Exit pulse energy versus input pulse energy. Circle points show the experimental data and the solid curve is the best fit to the data using Equation (2).

The Z-scan results using femtosecond pulses at 400 nm for three different incident pulse energies are presented in figure 3. The transmittance is normalized with respect to the low irradiance transmittance when the sample is far enough from the focus and the saturation effect is very week. As seen in figure 3, the transmittance increases as the sample is moved towards the focus which is an indication of saturation of absorption. Repeating the Z-scan with higher pulse energy gives higher.
maximum transmittance supporting the results obtained from NLT experiment.

![Figure 3. Z-scan results with different pulse energies. The points are the measured data and the solid lines are just displayed to guide the eye.](image)

4 Conclusion

Silver nanoparticle embedded in BK7 glass showed strong saturation of absorption at 400 nm wavelength matching the SHG of the Ti-sapphire laser. This behavior makes the glass doped with silver NPs a promising candidate for designing all optical devices and producing shorter laser pulses.
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